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SUMMARY

This. paper describes the use of a finite element analysis package

running on an in-house PDP11/60 mi.niccmputer at tho Ad%,anz cd Engineering
Laboratory. Case studies are presented to illustrate the approach
taken to problems involving stress level and deflection estimation
and free vibration analysis. _

INTRODUCTION

The structural design and analysis of military equipment, in
particular airborne equipment, forms a significant. part of the work
undertaken by the Advanced Engineering Laboratory (AEL) at the Defence
Research Ce ntrc Salisbury. Typically projects involve various kinis
of equipment, such as opticL.i, electronic, lacer and radar .-upportcd
and protected by a structure which is subjected to loading of secvral
typ.es, for exa.nple, the aerodynamic, heat and vibration loads that

act on a store mounted externally on an aircraft flying at high
speed and lo-.., altitude. The design of complex militaryeq .p.ent
can involve specialists in many diszciplines for long periods of
time and major structural deficiencies discovered only after the
production and subsequent testing or operation of a prtotyne can
necessitate significant redesign in other areas besides the structure.
Early analysis and evaluation of proposed structural designs with
respect to common design criteria is clearly required. Hand calcuiaton;
of structural stress, deflection and vibration modes, while provid.ing

essential guideline information to the designer suffer the following
limitations. Firstly when dealing with complex geometric shapes,
loading cases and support conditions, simplifying assumptions are
required and these can affect the accuracy of the result. Secondly,
even in cases where handsurms yield an accurate answer there Is not.
always sufficient tire available to analyse all significant load
configurations or work in an iterative manner analysing a rumber
of proposed designs fully until an optimal solution is achieved.
With the advent of high speed digital computers economical solutions
to the classical mathematical equations-governing structural behaviour
are possible. The finite element method (FE'l) is currently the

* most widely used tcchnique of obtaining these solution.;.
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THE FINITE ELEMENT APPROACH

In FEM computations the physical continuum is replaced by a
discrete model consisting of a.finite number of nodes connected by
elements. The response between the nodes in the elements can be exp-
ressed as a function of the response at the nodes. The functional
relationship between the two responses is approximated by various
interpolation functions or shape functions. The type of function
depends on the complexity of the problem at hand. This discretization
reduces the original differential equations of the continuum to a
set of algebraic equations which can be solved much more readily on
digital computers.

Finite element experience at AEL has bt-en predominantly concerned
with linear elastic static deflection and stress estimation and normal
.mode computation for mechanical structures. The key equations for
these computations are presented below.

1. Static Equilibrium

K (X) (F)
where K is the stiffness matrix

(X) is a column vector of nodal displacements
(F) is a coLu].. vector of forces acting on the nodes.

2. Dynamic Response

M (X) + C ()) + K (X) = (F(t))
where for natural frequencies Wn

K - W2 2 ) (Xn) = 0
where M is the nodal rass riatrix

C is the damping matrix
F(t) is a forcing function dependent on time.

A thorough treatment of FETh is beyond the scope of this paper
and the reader is referred to texts on the subject such as referer;ce 1.

FEM I1.!PLEMENTATTO: AT AEL

FEM analysis for recent AEL. projects has involved the use of
a system of programs developed by the Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
Department of the University of Arizona known as the Gra'phics Oricntat.ed
Interactive Finite Element Time Sharing Pacl'age (GIFTS). This packge
has been running on a PDP11/60 minicomputer./

Unlike many other FEM packages, GIFTS consists of a collecticon E
of fully compatible special purpose programns operating on a se. ef
files on disk known as the Unified Data Base (UDB) containing a'.
the data to describe the problem at hand. Each computational step
such as the assemnbly of the stiffness matrix is initiated by running
the appropriate ptrojrF:'. from the GIFTS library. The following if,
a list of the major (IFtS library programs with a brief descripion de .

of' wh:t each programrJ (oCs. )rLi. _/_
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Bulkm A three dimensional model generation prograr. incorporating
an automatic inesh generation capability. This program is usi-d
to specify material properties zind the physical attributes
of the elements (e.g. the thickness of a plate element or the
diameter of a circular beam element), generate the key nodes,
form lines that pass between key nodes and finally generate
sequential strings of bean. and bar elements lying on, and
element grids (3D surfaces) bounded by, previously defined
lines.

Editm A model generation program without automatic mesh generation
capability inten~ded for the creation of simple FEM models or
for the modification of models after a Bulkm run.

Bulkf This program scans the elemtnt list and assigns freedoms
to nodal points based on the class of problem, the type of'
elements connected to the nodes and their geometric orientation.
The program will, for example, only allow fredm In thI ~
of a grid of membrane elements, as the elements are not capable
of supporting loads out of their plane.

Bulklb A bulk load and tboundary condition generation prog;ram.
Loads can be applied to key nodes, lines or grids, masses can
be applied and inertia loading produ-ced. Node freedor-s can
be suppresfed or- released. Prescribed displaccements im ay be

-specified for key nodes, lines and su.-Caccs. TemperatUres
can be applied to lines and surfaces-.

Editlb This prograrr. provides local modifications to load and boundary
conditions applied by ulbogeetssie loa~ding on
models. Loads are applied to noles one at a time or to strings
of nodes.

After running the above program~s the rodel with static and ineM, tic
boundary conditions has been prepared and checked ready fcr thc executien
of the following computaticnal modules.

Optimr A stiffnesn matrix band;.-idth optimization program. Althoughcl
GIFTS was designed to-handle problems without size or bzmnlwikdth
resti-Act-ion,it iF important to reduce the band;uidth of the
stiffness matrix befpore decomposition becaune of run time consil.-
eratiomis. Op m ybe called several time-is in a rnw, until
the best nodc ; rigsche7.0. has been achieved.

stiff Conpujte:; th.e elemecnt stiffness matric'_-s and sebeth:
into thie rja:-ter stiffness ratrix.

Deccn lntroducvs k/',rcratic boundary cor.ItIons, and hc.pse
the stiffnessn ma~trix usimp PiOut of core Chc'leSky.nt~oi

Defl ComputeR deC'r-:icns fr ;7 the currrn loadjng- condit lins
and t0 c de~cmpcosed, stifessMnti' Ifr teTP(erilLIc I c~I
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were applied to the model, thermal forces will be calculated

and added to the current applied loads before solution.

Stress Computes element stresses based on current deflections.

Result A result display program. Deflections and stresses can

be plotted or tabulated in various forms.

Advanced graphics features have been incorporated in GIFTS.
The FEM model may be checked visually by displaying it from any
angle, in any scale, rotation of the model about any cartesian
axis is possible. A "boxing" cormand facilitates the viewing of
subregions of the model in isolation including sectioned views.
Selective viewing in which only elements of a particular type are
shown is possible. Cross-section views of various element types
are possible with the cross sectional area, second moment of area

and other parameters calculated for beam and bar elements. Trans-
lational and rotational nodal freedom patterns can be displayed,
as can plots showing load vectors acting on model nodes.

A comprehensive range of result displays is provided. Deflected
shape plots can be used for example,to view the deflectio- profile
of a support arm subjected to a static load in order to decide
on the positioning of additional stiffening. Deflected shape plots
can also be used to display vibration mode shapes. Stress contour
plots enable regions of high stress gradient in plate bending models
to be highlighted. Separate plots for the top, middle and bottom
surfaces of plates are available. Various beam stress display
capabilities exist, including bending moment and shear stress diagrains
and plots at any beam section showing shear and axial stress distrib-
ution over the section in percentage of yeild stress for the beam
material. Once an overall impression of where stress or deflection
critical areas exist in a model it may be required to deternine
accurate results for all nodes in these areas, for this purpose
tables listing nodal deflections and stresses are available.

Elements fully supported by GIFTS include the following classes:

1. Rod elements. Two and three noded versions are available.
These elements are loaded axially and can be used to analyse
two and three dirensional pin jointed trusses or to model
stiffeners acting in conjunction with membrane elements.

2. Beam elements. Standard beam sections such as hollow and
solid circular, hollow and solid rectangular, I, T, Z, channels
and angles are available. All beam elements include the effect
of non-sy,:.,etric bending, shear strains, torsional rigidity,
position of the shear centre and allow for various points of
attachment at the'ir ends.
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FIGURE I. INSTALLATION OF A BLADE ANTENNA ON A MIRAGE 1110 AIRCRAFT

a different radius of curvature at each end. FEM analysis was chosen
for this task because any hand calculation that did not involve
oversimplification of the physical situation would have been very
time consuming.

The finite element model for this analysis (see Fig.2) consisted
of 4 node quadrilateral and 3 node triangular plate bending elements.
To form this model several key points lying on the same plane were

Joined by grid boundary lines and the automatic mesh generator produced
the internal grid details. Once the entire grid had been formed
it was "wrapped" onto a predefined imaginary conical surface to
represent the actual mounting plate shape. Predicted high stress
areas in the regions around the curved ends of the central cutout
were modelled with relatively small elements in an effort to more
accurately estimate the stresses there.

/7
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FIGURE 4. STRESS CONTOUR PLOT FOR FIGURE 5. DEFLECTED SHAPE PLOT

ANTENNA MOUNTING PLATE FOR ANTENNA MOUN TIG
PLATE

b. Fuselage Mounted Pod Design

Fig.6 presents a proposed design for the main structural section
of a pod to be mounted on an aircraft fuselage. The design consists

essentially of an aluminium alloy cylindrical canister, 1535 mi
long, with an outside dia:Teter of 430 mm and skin thickness of 5 m.
Relatively stiff bulkheads are located at each end of the canister
and there is a cutout to provide access to internal electronics
positioned at one end. The canister is suspended below the aircraft

using two suspension lugs with two swaybraces provided to prevent
lateral movement of the canister during flight. Optical equipment
requiring accurate align,.,ent with the aircraft fuselage is mounted
from the front bulkhead and so in addition to the usual strength
and rigidity requirements for an aircraft store such as this, there
is a requirement for a very stiff load path between the forward
bulkhead and the points where the store attaches to the aircraft.

/9
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REARl SU PENSIQ1 LU&.

FWD ASPEt4SIOfl LUG.
REAR _ WAT8RACE.

FWD SWAY AMLE. R EAR
BULKHEAD.

ELECTRON4ICS ACCESS
CUTOUT.

FWD BULl(HEAD.
FIGURE 6. SCHEMATIC VIEW OF FUSELAGE MOUNTED POD

The initial model constructed from four node quadrilateral
bending elements and used to obtain baseline design inforration
is shown in Fig.7. All internal pod equipment is mounted from either
the front or rear bulkhead, with the weight distributed evenly on
each side of the bulkheads so that when the pod is subjected to
a vertical acceleration, the mbment load, Mx, acting on each bulkhead
is small compared with the vertical-inertial forces. To simulate
the effect of these inertia forces on the canister the model was
loaded with an evenly distributed down load acting around the circum-
ference of each bulkhead as shown in Fig.8, while restraint consistent
with the lug and swaybrace system was imposed.

Results of the baseline analysis are presented in Figs. 9 and
10. Fig.9 shows that the rear of the pod will. deflect a greater
distance than the front of the pod as expected since the suspension
lugs are closer to the front bulkhead. Fig.10 illustrates the warping
action in the front bulkhead caused by insufficient frar-ni around
the electronics access cutout at the rear of the pod. /10
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FIGURE. 7. BASELINE ANALYSIS POD MODEL

FIGURE. 8. LOADING At1PLIED TO POD MODELS
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FIGURE 9. SIDE VIEW OF DEFLECTED BASELINE ANALYSIS POD !-1ODEL
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; .000oEi01 DEFLECTIONS 4. OOE-C2

FIGURE 10. SIDI" VIEW OF FRONT BULKHEAD DEFLECTED SHAPE-
BASELINE AN4ALYSIS
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FIGURE 11. MODEL INCCRPORATING TRIA11CULAR BiPACES TO
SUPPORT FRON1T BULKHEAD

ODEL DEFLSI

4. OCCE..01 DEFLECTIONS 3.OCO",E-- 02

FIGURE 12. SIDE VIEW OF FRONT1 BULK11EAD DI)EIF~r SHAPE
FOR MODEL INCORPORATI'BG TRIMtGJLAR LRACFS /13



In order to stabilize the front bulkhead, it was suggested

that two triangular braces, one on each side of the pod, be incor-
porated in the design. The braces were to attach along one edge
to the canister in the suspension lug region and along another

edge to the forward bulkhead. The braces are shown incorporated
into the model in fig.11. The deflected shape of the front bulkhead
of the model incorporating triangular braces is shown in fig.12.
A change in mode and a reduction in magnitude of the bulkhead
deflection is apparent.

The triangular brace design had a number of disadvantages related
to non-structural aspects of the pod design and so other methods
of reducing the front bulkhead deflection under load were investigated
resulting in a final design incorporating heavy framing members

around the cutout in the rear of the pod and stiffening hoop
rings attached to the inside of the canister. As various design

features were proposed for the pod structure they could be mc,'elled
and compared using the deflected shape plots as shown in figs
9, 10 and 12 and tables of nodal deflections. In this project

FEM analysis has been included as an integral part of an iterative
design process rather than simply a post-design checking aid

and it is in this role that the full potential of the method
can be realized.

c. Radar Support Leg

Fig.13 presents a side view of a FEM model that represents one
of two main support legs for a shipboard radar assembly. Each
leg was essentially a hollow, curved, tapered cantilever bear)
cast using aluminium alloy. At the top of each leg was a bearing
housing through which the loads from the supported radar asse.7,m'ly
were ii'troduced to the leg, at the bottom the legs were bolted
to structure directly attached to the deck of the ship. It was
required to estimate the low order vibration mode shapes and
frequencies for a support leg.

Four node quadrilateral plate bending elements were use
to model the majcrity of the leg with three node triangular bending
elements being used where necessary to stay within element aspect

ratio limits and maintain sufficiently small element size in
high stress gradient areas (as some investigation of the stress
pattern in these areas was required). All nodes lying on the
base plane were constrained in ail six degrees of freedom. As

is common practice in this ty.pe cf design, one leg reacted practically
all of the vibration load inm;,osed by the mass of the supported
equipment in the direction of the bearing housing axis except
for friction effects in the bearing slide of the other leg.
Vibration inertia loads in the otLer two axes were reacted in equal
proport.ion:- by the two legs. To rodel this behaviour a useful
technique in which tie s.-ie noude can have different mas.;es assigned
to it in each of three orthcgonal axes was applied. /114
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The leg reacting all of the equipment inertia load in the
direction of the bearing housing axis was the one chosen for
analysis as it had the lowest frequency modes due to the extra
effective mass at the end of the cantilever structure.

In general the equilibrium equation for a vibrating systen
can be expressed in the following matrix differential equation
form as noted earlier:

M X) + C(X) + K CX) = F(t)

In order, to analyse the free response of the support. leg a
non-damped sysLem was assumed as this will not, affect the mode
shapes or frequencies significantly, but it does Lrplify the
above matrix differential equation. It was also assumed that
no forcing terms were present, which is consistent with a free
response analysis, with these assumptions the equilibrium equation
was reduced to the following form:

M (X) + K X) = 0

The general solution of an equation of this forn can be wrItten
as:

- iwt
X = xe

the real part of which represents a harmonic response as

eiwt= cos Wt + i sin wt
substituting we find that W can be found from the equation

(-W2M + K) _ = 0

non zero solutions for this eigenvalue problem require a zero
valued determinant for the above equation.

I- *K = 0

If the size of the above ratrices K and H is nxn then t !.. zero
determinant requirement will yield n values of W'. In str .ctural
problems the matrices K and 1H are usually positive defi]nite
and so n real, positive,'alues of W, the natural frequer-.y
of the structure can be found. Rclative prorortions of t"r.,s
in the vector ',correspOnding to each natural frtquncy can
be determined resulting in mode shape answers.

Programs to perform the type of analysis outlined abovec
are available in GIFTS and were used in the analysis of tie
radar support legs. Fig. 14 presents a side view of the deflected
shape of the first rode occurring at 41.9 liz (cor pare with
the undeflected shapo in fig.13).

/15
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MODE -- 4.185E+01 CPS

FIGURE 13. UNDEFLECTED SUPPOPT LEG DEFLEC,1ONS

FIGURE 14. DEFLECTED SHIAPF OF
FIRST MODE
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RESULT CREDIBTLITY

In addition to obvious mistakes which can occur when attempting
to solve engineering problems using computers, errors of several
distinct kinds can affect a FEM analysis. Round off errors may grow
during the analysis of structural systems involving a large number
of nodal degrees of freedom with corresponding large matrix sizes.
At AEL we use a 16 bit word PDP11/60 minicomputer and so this source
of error is of concern to us. When analysing large systems such
as the fuselage mounted pod a technique is used in which the stiffness
matrix is saved before deco'mpo.sition takes place and then once a
solution for the deflection vector (X) in the following equation

K X) (F)
has been computed following decomposition of the stiffness matrix
K , the deflection vector (X) is premultiplied by the original stiffness

matrix K and a result for the nodal force vector (F) is computed.
This computed force vector is then substracted from the original
load vector to give the residual forces which indicate the a .ount
of error. For the fuselage mounted pod this error was small. ,r rors
will occur when the element mesh is not fine enough to accurately
model the structural continuum, this can occur if coarse eE-reint ;
are used to span regions in which high stress Eradiernts occur rciiderin'-g
high local stresses undetectable in the result printout or if insutffici-
ent node points are included in a model to detect a high order vibration
mode curve. In order to avoid this type of error structura2 cdesign
experience is essential. Intrinsic errors exist in finite eleent
analysis for example, the displacement method of structural ar:-ily:sis
yields an upper bound on stiffness when conforminE elements are used,
the result approaches the correct stiffness assyzmptotically as the
element mesh is refined, but there is usually an ecofl; ic limit on
the degree of mesh refinement possible and some error has to be
-tolerated.

Hand calculation checks of FEA analyses have been perfara -d
at AEL for simple structures such as straight cantilever beamF, (vibrat-
ion mode shape and frequency calculations) and space frzames (:
member stress and deflection calculations). Agem;-.ecnt bt'ec:-, ..
computer results and hand calculation results has, been found to be
reasonable in those simple cases, however it has nat been fea-iale
to check FEM results for com plex structures in this way. When possible,
full scale testing of complex structures should be performed to
verify or point out deficiencies in FE! analysis, this has be.:; onu
to a limited extent at AEL for example in the deterrmijnation cof vihration
mode shapes of a radar dish.

/17
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The operation of a finite element analysis package on an

in house PDP11/60 minicomputer has proved to be successful in providing

the Advanced Engineering Laboratory structural designers with a

powerful computational aid. Analysis of large problems with over
5000 degrees of freedom has been possible as the GIFTS package uses

overlayed program modules and matrix solution routines that make
use of minimal core space, however long turn around times for large
problems have been experienced, with most of the computer time being
spent in the formulation and decomposition of the stiffness matrix.
Element selection range has been a limitation, however, GIFTS has

the ability to generate and display more element types than it has
analysis capability for, and can be used as a pre- and post- processor

for larger analysis programs. Future developments may include the
use of G1FTS to create and display FEM models interactively on an

AEL minicomputer while the long matrix operations are handled by
a batch program running on a faster mainframe and interfaced with
GIFTS.
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